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Virtual Conferences & Calls for Papers

- Call for Papers: Dignity in Movement: Borders, Bodies and Rights (edited volume)
- Special Issue: ‘Reconceptualizing and Reimagining Citizenship Education in Light of Youth Led Global Movements,’ for the Citizenship Teaching & Learning Journal
- Call for Contributions: The Influence of Covid-19 on the Already Vulnerable Rights and Freedoms in the MENA Region, Rowaq Arabi
- Call for Papers: Rebel Governance in the Middle East (edited volume)
- Call for Applications: Feminist Review Online Writing Workshop
- Mobilizing Narratives: Narrating (Im)Mobility Injustice (edited volume)
- “Biographical Narratives as Alternatives Histories of Power in Africa” (edited volume)

Virtual Events

- The Hundred Years' War on Palestine: Online Caabu briefing with Rashid Khalidi (June 4th)

Recent & Forthcoming Books

- Women Rising: In and Beyond the Arab Spring, edited by Rita Stephan and Mounira M. Charrad
- The Unfinished Arab Spring: Micro-Dynamics of Revolts between Change and Continuity, edited by Fatima El-Issawi and Francesco Cavatorta

Journal Articles & Other Academic Articles

- Palestine's Cultural Past: Between Expropriation and Reconstruction, by Odette Yidi David
- Peasants, dispossession and resistance in Egypt: an analysis of protest movements and organisations before and after the 2011 uprising, by Francesco de Lellis
- Vocabularies of (In)Visibilities: (Re)Making The Afro-Turk Identity, by Ayşegül Kayagil
News Pieces & Commentary

- Coronavirus in Egypt: Unprotected and fearful doctors close to revolt, Middle East Eye
- How Israel exploits gender roles to discredit Palestinian female activists, Middle East Eye
- Rouhani urges cooperation as newly elected Parliament convenes, Al Jazeera
- As tensions build over Ethiopia’s postponed elections, PM takes heat from opposition parties, Mada Masr

Positions & Opportunities

- Research assistant– History of Egypt (19th/20th century), at The Leibniz Institute of European History (IEG) in Mainz
- Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology, at Wesleyan University
- Research Assistant in Peace and Conflict Research, at Uppsala University Department of Peace and Conflict Research Sweden
- Research Associate / Fellow in Forced Marriage and Modern Slavery, at the Department of Politics and International Relations, University of Nottingham
- Postdoctoral Fellow in Political Science for Research on "Anatomy of Resistance Campaigns", at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim
- Associate Professor and/or Full Professor in Political Science, at the University of Copenhagen